**A**

*Abraham, Keshia N.*  ‘This is no Time to Gaze’: Black Feminist Discourse and the Politics of (re)Presentation


*Acutt, Kim, Jill Bradbury, Ronald Miller and Genevieve Lemon*  The Challenge of Diversity: Participation Rates in a Flexible Learner Support Programme


*Addison, Catherine*  Introduction


*Addison, Catherine*  Island Encounters: Intercultural Communication in the Western Literary Tradition


*Addison, Catherine*  Introduction: Nature and Power – Forests


*Addison, Catherine*  Terror, Error or Refuge: Forests in Western Literature


*Addison, Catherine*  ‘Darkling I Listen’: The Nightingale’s Song in and out of Poetry


*Adjorlolo, Clement and Onisimo Mutanga*  Assessing the Spatial Patterns of Crop Damage by Wildlife using GIS


*Ahmed, Fathima*  Development Pressures and Management Constraints in the Coastal Zone – the Case of KwaZulu-Natal North Coast

Ahmed, Fathima and Leon Pretorius  Mega-events and Environmental Impacts: The 2010 FIFA World Cup in South Africa

Alant, Jaco  Towards a Linguistic Definition of Orality
→ *Alternation* 1,1 (1994) 42-51.

Alant, Jaco  Words that Circle Words; Jeff Opland: *Words that Circle Words. A Choice of South African Oral Poetry*

Alexander, Patricia Margaret  Harnessing GIS to Extend HCI Teaching
→ *Alternation* 12,1a (2005) 281-304.

Alvarez, David  Train-congregants and Train-friends: Representations of Railway Culture and Everyday Forms of Resistance in Two South African Texts

Amin, Manila Soni  The Long Walk to Freedom: From Religious Instruction to Religion in Education

Amin, Nyna  Critique and Care in Higher Education Assessment: From Binary Opposition to Möbius Congruity

Antrobus, Richard and Vivian de Klerk  Swamp-donkeys and Rippers: The Use of Slang and Pejorative Terms to Name ‘the other’

Attwell, David  Teaching Colonial Discourse in South Africa/ South African Literature as Colonial Discourse

Averweg, Udo Richard  Applicability of the Technology Acceptance Model in Three Developing Countries: Saudi Arabia, Malaysia and South Africa
→ *Alternation* 12,1a (2005) 331-343.
Averweg, Udo Richard An Intranet to Facilitate Managing Knowledge and Knowledge Sharing

Averweg, Udo Richard and Stan Hardman Practitioner Research from a Critical Systems Perspective

Ayivor, Kwame The Prodigal Hero Returns to his Aboriginal Home: A Reading of Kofi Awoonor’s This Earth, My Brother

Bagwasi, Mompoloki A Critical Discourse Analysis of Forms of Address in Letters between Batswana Chiefs and British Administrators

Baker, Gavin and Gary Mersham A Communication Model for Industrial Theatre as a Negotiated Dramaturgy

Balfour, R.J. Gardening in ‘Other Countries’: Schoeman, Coetzee, Conrad

Balfour, Robert Critical Reflections on Language Curriculum Design in South Africa

Balia, Daryl Religion and Politics in Africa; Jeff Haynes: Religion and Politics in Africa

Banoo, Ismail and Jyotikumarie Jaggernath Review of Policies Impacting on Sustainability of Natural Woodlands in southern Africa
Barrett, Nick, Debbie Vigar-Ellis, and Nigel Chiweshe  Positioning of Luxury Vehicle Brands in the Pietermaritzburg Area
\textit{Alternation} 16,1 (2009) 51-76.

Basson, Clive J. and Kevin Whitehead  Self and Consciousness: Possible Implications for Mental Imagery Use in Sport Psychology
\textit{Alternation} 10,2 (2003) 164-182.

Barnard, Andries and Laurette Pretorius  Ethical Decision-Making Skills for Responsible Citizens of Cyberspace: Quo Vadis?
\textit{Alternation} 12,1a (2005) 171-196.

Barnard, Andries, Laurette Pretorius and Lucas Venter  The Influence of the ECT Act on a Typical Computing Curriculum
\textit{Alternation} 12,1b (2005) 397-412.

Barnes, Lawrie  Perspectives on Bilingualism in the South African Context

Barnes, Lawrie  Additive Bilingualism in the South African Language-in-Education Policy: Is there Proof of the Pudding?

Bartlett, Richard  Beneficial Parasite to Heroic Executioner: South Africa in the Literature of Mozambique

Bartlett, Richard  Frontline Nationalism: Mozambique and South Africa; David Birmingham: \textit{Frontline Nationalism in Angola and Mozambique}
\textit{Alternation} 17,2 (2010) 121-145.

Bassa, Zaakirah and Jyoti Jaggernath  Living Close to 2010 Stadiums: Residents’ Perceptions of the 2010 FIFA World Cup and Stadium Development in Durban, South Africa

Beck, Simon  Cognition, Persons, Identity
\textit{Alternation} 12,1b (2005) 467-488.

Behari-Leak, Kasturi and Sandra Williams Crossing the Threshold from Discipline Expert to Discipline Practitioner
\textit{Alternation} 18,1 (2011) 4-27.

Bengesai, Annah Engineering Students’ Experiences of Supplemental Instruction: A Case Study
\textit{Alternation} 18,2 (2011) 59-77.

Bennett, David Breakout: Cyberporn, Privacy and Reality-effects; Frederick S. Lane III: Obscene Profits: The Entrepreneurs of Pornography in the Cyber Space Age
\textit{Alternation} 8,1 (2001) 270-277.

Bexiga, D. and S.B.Cassim The Regulation of Advertising to Children: A Comparative Assessment
\textit{Alternation} 14,1 (2007) 137-165.

Bhengu, Sithembiso Contradictions in the Construction of Difference and Polarisation in Chinese/ Taiwanese Industries in KZN: Isithebe, Ladysmith and Newcastle

Bhowan, Kanti, Mogie Subban, Pregala Pillay and Kishore Raga Towards Effective Service Delivery via Customer Relationship Management
\textit{Alternation} 14,1 (2007) 34-58.

Bhana, Hershini ‘The Condition of the Native’: Autodestruction in Dangaremba’s \textit{Nervous Conditions}
\textit{Alternation} 6,1 (1999) 117-137.

Bhana, Deevia and Rob Pattman Black Boys with Bad Reputations

Bhowan, K and A. Gordon Factors that Influence Online Shopping Behaviours
\textit{Alternation} 12,1a (2005) 145-170.

Bigger, Stephen Ethno-spirituality: A Postcolonial Problematic?
Birch, Lannie  James Barry’s Corporeal Archive: An Hermafrodite at the Cape  

Biyela, Sr. N. Gloria Irenate (FSF)  Securing Women and Children at King Shaka’s Well-resourced and Formidable Refuge, Nkandla Forest  

Biyela, Sr.N. Gloria Irenata (FSF)  Popular Predictor Birds in Zulu Culture  

Blair, Grant and Stephen Cowley  Language in Iterating Activity: Microcognition Re-membered  

Blewett, Craig N. Rosemary and D. Quilling and Teaching 2.0: When the Student is Ready, Will the Teacher Disappear?  

Blewett Craig, Rosemary Quilling, Zahra Bulbulia and Patrick Kanyi Wamuyu  Student Challenges in a Virtual Collaborative Learning Course Spanning Multiple Countries  
⇨*Alternation* 18,2 (2011) 216-244.

Bob, Urmilla  Gender, the Role of the Chieftaincy and Rural Women’s Access to Land under the Land Reform Programme in Kwazulu  

Bob, Urmilla  Introduction: Nature and People  

Bob, Urmilla, Kamilla Swart, Brij Maharaj and Pat Louw  Nature, People and Environment: Overview of Selected Issues  


*Alternation ISSN 1023-1757*
Bob, Urmilla and Noel Chellan Sustainable Ecotourism in the uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park: A Stakeholder Analysis

Bob, Urmilla, Kamilla Swart and Johannes A. Smit Editorial

Bob, Urmilla and Kamilla Swart Sport Events and Social Legacies

Bob, Urmilla and Fraser McKenna Business Perceptions of the 2010 FIFA World Cup and Related Infrastructural Development: A Case Study of the Moses Mabhida Stadium and the Durban Beachfront Developments

Bob, Urmilla, Kamilla Swart and Douglas Turco Media, Crime and the 2010 Soccer World Cup in South Africa: Pre-event Analysis and Perceptions

Bodenstein, Ruth Multilingual Education in South Africa; Kathleen Heugh, Amanda Siegrühn and Peter Plüddemann (eds): Multilingual Education in South Africa

Bodhanya, Shamim The Application of a Concept Model to Illustrate the Tragedy of the Commons in the Sugar Cane Supply Chain

Bodhanya, Shamim and Cecile Gerwel An Orientation and Roadmap to Simulation and Gaming

Booyse, Nico J., Huibrecht M. van der Poll and Aletta McGee Students’ Perceived Ability in the Use of a Computer Application in a Community Outreach Project

Bopape, Maishe and Sam Lubbe The Social Impact of Information Systems at a Tertiary Institution

Borden, Victor M.H. Accountability for Student Learning: Views from the Inside Out and the Outside In

Alternation ISSN 1023-1757  8
Botha, Doret, Freek Cronjé and David van Wyk The 2010 FIFA World Cup – Service Delivery, ‘Afrophobia’ and Brand Imperialism: Through the Eyes of Frantz Fanon

Bothma, Theo and Karen de Wet Implementing a Digital Library for Afrikaans Poetry I: Theoretical Foundations

Bothma, Theo, Karen de Wet and Paul Bothma Implementing a Digital Library for Afrikaans Poetry II: Technical Issues

Bothma, Paul, Karen De Wet and Theo Bothma Implementing a Digital Library for Afrikaans Poetry II: Technical Issues

Bourgault, Louise M. Occult Discourses in the Liberian Press under Sam Doe: 1988-1989

Bowden, Gillian and Judith Lütge Coullie Review of Bettie Emslie’s An Autobiography: One Beggar to Another

Boyce Davies, Carole African Diaspora Literature and the Politics of Transformation

Bradbury, Jill, Ronald Miller, Kim Acutt and Genevieve Lemon The Challenge of Diversity: Participation Rates in a Flexible Learner Support Programme

Breckenridge, Keith On the Mfecane Aftermath; Carolyn Hamilton: The Mfecane Aftermath: Reconstructive Debates in Southern African History

Brooks, Shirley An Act of Bridging? Kate Darian-Smith, Liz Gunner and Sarah Nuttall: Text, Theory, Space: Land, Literature and History in South Africa and Australia

Brown, Irwin, Lisa Seymour, E. Beck, F. Khatree and L. Morley  Factors Affecting Usage of Web Based Learning Tools
→ *Alternation* 12,1b (2005) 467-488.

Brown, Irwin, Belinda Knol and Simon Vincent  Using Cluster Analysis to Investigate the Role of Culture in the Adoption of Web-Based Learning Tools
→ *Alternation* 12,1b (2005) 515-542.

Brzozowski, Jacek  Anthropocentric Chauvinism

Buijs, Gina  Migration and the Disappearance of Caste among Indian South Africans

Buijs, Gina  Gender and Person in African Societies: The Role of Hermeneutics

Bulbulia, Zahra, Craig Blewett, Rosemary Quilling, and Patrick Kanyi Wamuyu  Student Challenges in a Virtual Collaborative Learning Course Spanning Multiple Countries
→ *Alternation* 18,2 (2011) 216-244.

Burchell, David  ‘Let Down Your Bucket Where You Are’. A Critique of the Curriculum at the University College of Fort Hare in its Pioneer Years

Buthelezi, Maxwell M., Sam Lubbe and Rembrandt Klopper  Telecentres Islands in a Sea of Information with no Ship in Sight
→ *Alternation* 12,1a (2005) 13-42.

Buthelezi, Thabisile  The Invisible Females: Analysing Gender in the OBE-oriented Language Books for the Intermediate Phase in South African Schools
Buthelezi, Thabisile  Lexical Reinforcement and Maintenance of Gendered Stereotypes in isiZulu

Buthelezi, Thabisile  Exploring the Role of Conceptual Blending in Developing the Extension of Terminology in isiZulu Language

Calitz, André, Charmain Cilliers and Jéan Greyling  The Application of the Cognitive Dimension Framework for Notations as an Instrument for the Usability Analysis of an Introductory Programming Tool


Canonici, Noverino  The Trickster in Zulu Folktales
   → Alternation 1,2 (1994) 43-56.

Canonici, N.N. and T.T. Cele  Cetshwayo kaMpande in Zulu Literature

Carmichael, Teresa and Mari Jansen van Rensburg  Service-Learning: Business School Students Working for the Common Good

Carroll, Mariana, Alta van der Merwe and Sam Lubbe  An Information Systems Auditor’s Profile

Cassim, S.B. and D. Bexiga  The Regulation of Advertising to Children: A Comparative Assessment

Cebekhulu, Elias, and Evan Mantzaris  Stop Beating about the Bush – The UKZN Merger: A Tragic Mishap
Cebekhulu, Elias, and Evan Mantzaris  Labour Pains and University Mergers: The Case of UKZN  

Cebekhulu, Elias, Evan Mantzaris and Michael Nhlapho  The Demise of Student Movement in Higher Education Institutions in South Africa: A Case Study of UKZN  

Cebekhulu, Elias, Evangelos A. Mantzaris and Eugenia N. Cebekhulu  Not yet Uhuru! Power Struggles in a Neo-liberal University  

Cebekhulu, Eugenia N., Elias Cebekhulu and Evangelos A. Mantzaris  Not yet Uhuru! Power Struggles in a Neo-liberal University  

Cele, T.T and N.N. Canonici  Cetshwayo kaMpande in Zulu Literature  

Çelik, Ercüment  Informalisation of Women’s Labour and New Types of Labour Organisations: The Cases of SEWA and SEWU  

Chain, Dion and Kamilla Swart  Residents’ Perceptions of the 2010 FIFA World Cup: A Case Study of a Suburb in Cape Town, South Africa  
*Alternation* 17,2 (2010) 146-172.

Chamberlin, J. Edward  Oral Traditions; Marcel Jousse: *The Parallel Rhythmic Recitatives of the Rabbis of Israel: Genre of the Maxim*  

Chellan, Noel and Sultan Khan  Contesting Ecotourism Development in the iSimangaliso Wetland Park in KwaZulu-Natal  

Chellan, Noel and Urmilla Bob  Sustainable Ecotourism in the uKhahlamba Drakensberg Park: A Stakeholder Analysis  

Chetty, Denzil  Towards a *Mudzimu* Hermeneutic: A Basuto Reading of the ‘Strange Woman’ in the Post-Exilic Texts  
Chetty, Denzil An Harambee Theory of Rhetoric in Social Action: Persuasion, Religious Identity and Recognition in Sudan  

Chetty, Denzil and Johannes A. Smit Advancing Religion Studies in Southern Africa  

Chetty, Rajendra A Community Bard: Interview with Ahmed Essop  

Chetty, Rajendra At the Edge: An Interview with Ronnie Govender  

Chetty, Rajendra and Dominique Mwepu Language Policy and Education in South Africa: An Alternative View of the Position of English and African Languages  

Chetty, Vanitha and Nirmala Gopal No Women Left Behind: Examining Public Perspectives on South African Police Services’ Handling of Violence against South African Women  

Chetty, Yvette and Debbie Vigar-Ellis A Comparison of Staff and Student Expectations of Quality in the UKZN Foundation Programme: Management Implications  


Chiweshe, Nigel, Debbie Vigar-Ellis and Nick Barrett Positioning of Luxury Vehicle Brands in the Pietermaritzburg Area  
⇒ *Alternation* 16,1 (2009) 51-76.

Christison, Andrew, Barry Strydom, Joao Matias The Effect of Transaction Characteristics on the Market Response to Black Economic Empowerment Transactions  

Cilliers, Charmain, André Calitz and Jéan Greyling The Application of the Cognitive Dimension Framework for Notations as an
Instrument for the Usability Analysis of an Introductory Programming Tool

\textit{Alternation} 12,1b (2005) 543-576.

\textbf{Claassen, Jo-Marie} A Conference that Could Have Changed our World: Fort Hare 1930


\textbf{Clarke, Damian} ‘My dear lads ...’: G.A. Henty, Author of Empire, and the New South Africa

\textit{Alternation} 8,1 (2001) 254-258.

\textbf{Clasquin, Michel} ‘Once the Buddha was a Seagull ...’: Reading \textit{Jonathan Livingston Seagull} as a Mahayana Buddhist Text

\textit{Alternation} Special Edition No. 2 (2005) 20-34.

\textbf{Cloete, Elsie Leonora} Writing around the Bushmen: The !Kung, Anthropology and Feminism


\textbf{Coetser, J.L.} Afrikaans Theatre: A Centre Moving?


\textbf{Coetser, Johan} Afrikaans Theatre: Reflections of Identity

\textit{Alternation} 8,1 (2001) 81-104.

\textbf{Coetzee, Carli} The Afrikaans Farm Novel and Idealised Sons: C.M. van den Heever’s Farm Novels as Narratives of the Nation


\textbf{Coetzee, Ampie} Southern African Literatures; Michael Chapman: \textit{Southern African Literatures}


\textbf{Coetzee, Ampie} Duytsman altyd kallom: Icke Hottentots doot makom

\textit{Alternation} 5,2 (1998) 36-42.

\textbf{Cohen, Lyrice} Introducing BCom Information Systems Students to Basic Programming

\textit{Alternation} 12,1b (2005) 615-626.

\textbf{Coldwell, David, Charles O’Neill, Sanjay Soni and Judy Edmonds} Towards a Testable Model of the Impact of Specific Entrepreneurial Networks on the Success of Businesses in the Pietermaritzburg Region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coldwell, D.A.L. and S. Perumal</td>
<td>Perceptions of the Measurability, Importance and Effects of Work Equity on Job Satisfaction and Work Motivation: An Exploratory Study of the Utility of Equity Theory</td>
<td>Alternation</td>
<td>14,1</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>197-217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combrink, Annette L.</td>
<td>Mediating Intercultural Communication: The Cultural Filter and the Act of Translation/ Interpreting</td>
<td>Alternation</td>
<td>9,1</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>7-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conolly, Joan</td>
<td>Memory, Media and Research: Mnemonic Oral-style, Rhythmo-stylistics and the Computer</td>
<td>Alternation</td>
<td>9,2</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>156-178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consterdine, Richard</td>
<td>The UDW Fees Crisis of May/ June 2000: A Linguistic Analysis</td>
<td>Alternation</td>
<td>8,2</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>56-69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conradie, Pieter</td>
<td>Remembering Eva: The Frontiers Within</td>
<td>Alternation</td>
<td>4,1</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>60-72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornelissen, Scarlett and Wolfgang Maennig</td>
<td>On the Political Economy of ‘Feel-good’ Effects at Sport Mega-events: Experiences from FIFA Germany 2006 and Prospects for South Africa 2010</td>
<td>Alternation</td>
<td>17,2</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>96-120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coullie, Judith Lütge and Trish Gibbon</td>
<td>Saints and Sinners in the Canonisation of African Literature: A Reply to Bernth Lindfors</td>
<td>Alternation</td>
<td>3,1</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>15-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coullie, Judith Lütge</td>
<td>Rejecting the Mother Tongue: Afrikaner on the Margins</td>
<td>Alternation</td>
<td>5,2</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>228-237</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Coullie, Judith Lütge  Speaking about Writing about Living a Life: Interview with Stephen Gray on his Autobiography, *Accident of Birth*  

Coullie, Judith Lütge  Introduction: Symptoms, Theories and Scholarship  
*Alternation* 8,1 (2001) 1-5.

Coullie, Judith Lütge  Recent Reviews of Life Writing Publications I  

Coullie, Judith Lütge  The Incredible Whiteness of Being; Alexandra Fuller: *Don’t Let’s Go to the Dogs Tonight: An African Childhood*; Sarah Penny: *The Whiteness of Bones*; Antjie Krog: *Country of my Skull*  

Coullie, Judith Lütge  Recent Reviews of Life Writing Publications II  

Coullie, Judith Lütge  Recent Reviews of Life Writing Publications III  

Coullie, Judith Lütge  Recently Reviewed South African Life Writing Publications IV  

Coullie, Judith Lütge  Recently Reviewed South African Life Writing Publications V  

Coullie, Judith Lütge  Celebrity Monkeys and Other Notables: Recent Life Writing Publications, Reviewed  
*Alternation* 16,2 (2009) 293-316.

Cowley, Stephen J.  Distributed Cognition at Three Months: Caregiver-infant Dyads in kwaZulu-Natal
Cowley, Stephen and Takayuki Kanda Friendly Machines: Interaction-Oriented Robots Today and Tomorrow

Cronjé, Johannes, Alta van der Merwe and Paula Kotzé The Functionality of a Requirements Elicitation Procedure Developed for Process Modelling within the Higher Education Application Domain

Dangor, Suleman Jihad: Between War and Peace

Dalindjebo, Nase, J. Teboho Lebakeng, and M. Manthiba Phalane Epistemicide, Institutional Cultures and the Imperative for the Africanisation of Universities in South Africa

Dangor, Suleman Essop Said Nursi’s Approach to Interfaith Dialogue

Dass, Minesh Response and Responsibility in Phaswane Mpe’s Welcome to Our Hillbrow

Davidson, Apollon and Irina Filatova South African Society: Soviet Perspectives – 1917 to the mid 1950s
Davidson, Apollon and Irina Filatova  The South African War and the Russian Public

Deacon, Harriet  Menssink on Trial: An Eighteenth-century Court Case and a Multimedia Tutorial
\textit{Alternation} 9,2 (2002) 66-84.

de Beer, C.S.  Inventive Intellectual Adventures in Cyberspace
\textit{Alternation} 9,2 (2002) 12-34.

Debipersad, H, B. Rambilaas and R. Sookrajh  A Joussian Oral Engagement with the Yajna

de Kadt, Elizabeth  Language and Apartheid: The Power of Minorities

de Kadt, Elizabeth  Planning Complexity: Access and Retention at a Merging Institution
\textit{Alternation} 13,1 (2006) 124-149.

de Klerk, Vivian and Richard Antrobus  Swamp-donkeys and Rippers: The Use of Slang and Pejorative Terms to Name ‘the other’

de Kock, Leon  Reading History as Cultural Text
\textit{Alternation} 2,1 (1995) 65-78.

Dehinbo, J.O.  Determining Suitable Programming Language(s) for the BTech (IT) Degree
\textit{Alternation} 12,1b (2005) 593-614.

Dellis, Andrew and David Spurrett  Real Patterns and Distributed Cognition

Desai, Usha and Malini Ramsay-Brijball  Tracing Gujarati Language Development Philologically and Sociolinguistically

de Villiers, M.R.  e-Learning Artefacts: Are They Based on Learning Theory?
\textit{Alternation} 12,1b (2005) 345-372.

de Villiers, M.R. (Ruth), Sam Lubbe and Rembrandt Klopper Action Research: The Participative Researcher or Experiential Approach

de Villiers, Ruth, and Mc Donald van der Merwe The Partial Approach to Grounded Theory Integrated with Activity Theory: A Generic Framework, Illustrated by a Base Study in an e-Learning Context

de Wet, Karen and Theo Bothma Implementing a Digital Library for Afrikaans Poetry I: Theoretical Foundations

de Wet, Karen, Bothma, Theo and Paul Bothma Implementing a Digital Library for Afrikaans Poetry II: Technical Issues

Dhunpath, Rubby and Priya Narismulu Editorial: Diversity, Transformation and Student Experience in Higher Education Teaching and Learning
\rightarrow Alternation 18,2 (2011) 1-14.

Diale, Isidore Biblical Mythologies: Apartheid and Anti-Apartheid Readings
\rightarrow Alternation 6,2 (1999) 35-49.

Diesel, Alleyn The Suffering Mothers. The Hindu Goddesses as Empowering Role Models for Women

Dlamini, Mduduzi Translations from Baudelaire

Dlomo, Venetia Literature and Transformation; Zakes Mda: The Heart of Redness
\rightarrow Alternation 8,2 (2001) 229-231.

Docrat, Suleman and Kasthuri Poovalingam Consumer Decision-making in the Selection of Shopping Centres around Durban

Alternation ISSN 1023-1757

⇒ *Alternation* 18,2 (2011) 96-114.

Dube, Musa W. Circle Readings of the Bible/ Scriptoratures


Duggan, Catherine Things of Darkness: Character Construction in the Earlier Plays of Zakes Mda

⇒ *Alternation* 4,1 (1997) 27-44.

*du Plessis, Théodorus* A Critical Comparison of Legal Interventions Regarding the Officiality of Languages in Israel and South Africa


*du Plessis, Yvonne* Cultural Intelligence as Managerial Competence


*du Preez, Petro* Thinking about Knowledge amidst Religious Diversity: Epistemic Relativity and its Impact on Religion in Education


E

Easthope, Antony The Pleasures of Labour: Marxist Aesthetics in the 1990s


Edmonds, Judy, Charles O’Neill, Sanjay Soni and David Coldwell Towards a Testable Model of the Impact of Specific Entrepreneurial Networks on the Success of Businesses in the Pietermaritzburg Region


Embaye, Gebhre, Sam Lubbe, and Rembrandt Klopper  The Effective Use of Computer Systems at the University of KwaZulu-Natal  
*Alternation* 12,2 (2005) 53-78.

Engelbrecht, Charlotte and Rosemary Wildsmith Exploring Multilingualism in a Problem-based Learning Setting: Implications for Classroom and Clinical Practice in the Nursing Discipline  

Engelbrecht, Charlotte, Nondumiso Shangase, Sisana J. Majekе, Sindi Z.Mthembu and Zanele M. Zondi IsiZulu Terminology Development in Nursing and Midwifery  

Enkvist, Nils Erik Thoughts about Discourse  

Enkvist, Nils Erik Why We Need Contrastive Rhetoric  

Enuwosa, J. Kirimomo: A Hermeneutical Approach in Gospel Proclamation among Urhobo of the Niger Delta  

Erwin, Geoff, Shaun Pather and Corrie Strümpfer Supporting Part-time Masters Students Towards Successful Research Dissertations: A Case Study  
*Alternation* 12,1a (2005) 221-240.

Farr, Vanessa A. ‘Making this book is a strange thing to me’: *Singing Away the Hunger* and the Politics of Publishing in Collaborative Autobiography  

Fauconnier, Gilles and Mark Turner A Mechanism of Creativity  

Feurle, Gisela Shaka and the Changing of Perspectives – Teaching South African Literature and History at a German College  
Filatova, Irina and Apollon Davidson  South African Society: Soviet Perspectives – 1917 to the mid 1950s
Filatova, Irina and Apollon Davidson  The South African War and the Russian Public
Filatova, Irina  Development and the Humanities
Flockemann, Miki  Medeas: From Corinth to Cape Town
Flockemann, Miki  Fictions of Home and (Un)belonging: Diasporan Frameworks in Michelle Cliff's Abeng and Zoë Wicomb's ‘Journey to the Gifberge’
Foley, Andrew  Christianity and Liberalism in Cry, the Beloved Country
Frank, Ashley G.  On the Value of Survey-based Research in Finance
Fulela, Brian  Checking the Post: Derrida and the Apartheid Debate

G

Gadsby, Meredith M.  The Black Diaspora; Ronald Segal: The Black Diaspora
Gadsby, Meredith M.  Inventing Cultural Identities in African, African-American, and Caribbean Drama; Tejumola Olaniyan: Scars of Conquest, Masks of Resistance: The Invention of Cultural Identities in African, Africa-American, and Caribbean Drama
Gagiano, Annie  A.C. Jordan’s Tales from Southern Africa

Alternation ISSN 1023-1757  22
Gagiano, Annie  ‘By What Authority?’ Presentations of the Khoisan in South African English Poetry

Galloway, Francis  Statistical Trends in South African Book Publishing during the 1990s

Gane, Gillian  Mistakes in the Contact Zone

Gane, Gillian  The Forest and the Road in Novels by Chinua Achebe and Ben Okri

Gardiner, Michael  The Real Substance of Nightmare: The Struggle of Poetry with History

Garside, Damian  The Grotesque in Literature? Michael J. Meyer: Literature and the Grotesque

Garside, Damian  Introducing Literature Criticism and Theory; Andrew Bennett and Nicholas Royle: An Introduction to Literature Criticism and Theory: Key Critical Concepts

Garside, Damian  Playing the Postmodern Game: Michael Cawood Green: Sinking: A Verse Novella

Garuba, Harry  Mapping the Land/ Body/ Subject: Colonial and Postcolonial Geographies in African Narrative

Gérard, Albert S.  A Letter by Albert S. Gérard

Gerwel, Cecile and Shamim Bodhanya  An Orientation and Roadmap to Simulation and Gaming

Alternation ISSN 1023-1757  23
Gibbon, Trish and Judith Lütge Coullie  Saints and Sinners in the Canonisation of African Literature: A Reply to Bernth Lindfors

Gilfillan, Rita  
\textit{Dwaalstories} – the Stories of a Roaming Bushman: Committed to Paper by a Wandering Boer

Glenn, Ian  
Francois Levaillant and the Mapping of Southern Africa

Glenn, Ian  
Levaillant and the Making of Bird Books

Goedhals, Mandy  
Colonialism, Culture, Christianity and the Struggle for Selfhood: Manche Masemola of Sekhukhuneland c.1913 – 1928

Goggin, Kathy, et al.  
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Moran, Shane  Academic Postcolonial Resistances and South Africa

\[ \text{Moran} \quad \text{Shane} \quad \text{Introduction} \quad \text{Alternation} 8,2 (2001) 216-228. \]
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Moran, Shane  Postal Networks
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Moran, Shane  Academic Exchanges
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Morley, L,  F. Khatree, E. Beck, Irwin Brown and Lisa Seymour  Factors Affecting Usage of Web Based Learning Tools
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Mthembu, Thandwa and Prem Naidoo  National Education’s Research Benchmarks: Realistic Targets or Pie in the Sky?
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Mtumkulu, James, Itumeleng Mekoa and Milton Nkoane  The Challenges Facing African Thought and African Universities in the 21st Century  

Mtshali, Mduduzi Nkosinathi Gladwin and Mxolisi Love Lace Ngcongo Hostel Re-development and Emerging Conflict for Housing Tenure within the Umlazi Tehuis in the eThekwini Municipality – A Study of Key Social Polarisation Indicators  

Mtuze, P.T.  Looking at Women: Feminist Perspectives and Concerns in Three Xhosa Poems  
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Naidoo, Darren Edwin and Rembrandt Klopper  A Framework of Factors for Determining e-Readiness in Emerging Societies  

Naidoo, Prem and Thandwa Mthembu  National Education’s Research Benchmarks: Realistic Targets or Pie in the Sky?  

Naidoo, Venu  An Interview with Zakes Mda  

Naidoo, N., S. Perumal and S. Moodley  Ethical Dilemmas in Business Practices of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in South Africa  

Nair, Sanusha  Conflict in Africa: Oliver Furley (ed): Conflict in Africa  

Narismulu, Priya  ‘Here be Dragons’: Challenging ‘Liberal’ Constructions of Protest Poetry  

Narismulu, Priya  Labour and South African Literature in the 1980s  

Narismulu, Priya  What about the Audience? Silences in Voicing the Text; Duncan Brown: Voicing the Text  

Narismulu, Priya and Malini Ramsay-Brijball  Language and Changing Contexts: Sociolinguistic Perspectives  

Narismulu, Priya  ‘It’s a matter of trust’: Young People in South Africa and the Discourse of HIV/ Aids Prevention  

Narismulu, Priya  Springing the Cage: The Role of Engaging the Shades of Robben Island in Constituting the Field of Postcolonial Ecofeminism
Narismulu, Priya and Rubby Dhunpath Editorial: Diversity, Transformation and Student Experience in Higher Education Teaching and Learning

Narismulu, Priya Teaching Social Justice and Diversity through South/African Stories that Challenge the Chauvinistic Fictions of Apartheid, Patriarchy, Class, Nationalism, Ethnocentrism

Naude, Jacobus and Somikazi G. Mlonyeni Enriching isiXhosa Culture: The Transference of Social and Material Culture in the isiXhosa Translation of The Prisoner of Zenda

Naude, Micheline J. and Charles O’Neill The Quest for Survival in the South African Automotive Industry: A Supply Chain Perspective

Ndaba, Sandile C. Visionary Commitment in Mazisi Kunene’s Ancestors and the Sacred Mountain


Ndimande, Nobuhle Language and Identity: The Case of African Languages in S.A. Higher Education

Ndimande-Hlongwa, Nobuhle and Rosemary Wildsmith-Cromarty Editorial

Ndimande-Hlongwa, Nobuhle Gugulethu Mazibuko and Mary Gordon The Teaching and Learning of IsiZulu as a Second Language for Professional Purposes at the University of KwaZulu-Natal: A Response to Professional Needs
Ndimande-Hlongwa, Nobuhle  Corpus Planning, with Specific Reference to the Use of Standard isiZulu in Media  

Ndela, Zodwa, Catherine Helen Traynor, Trevor Hill and Phumzile Tshabalala  What’ll We Do With Wattle? The Dualistic Nature of Acacia mearnsii as Both a Resource and an Alien Invasive Species, Swaziland  

Ndzovu, Hassan  Religion in the Political Culture of Kenya  

Ngcobo, Dumisane  Nihilism in Black South Africa: The New South Africa and the Destruction of the Black Domestic Periphery  

Ngcobo, Mtholeni N. and Nozibele Nomdebevana  The Role of Spoken Language Corpora in the Intellectualisation of Indigenous Languages in South Africa  

Ngcobo, Mtholeni N.  *Ukuhlelwa Kolimi* by Nobuhle Ndimande-Hlongwa  

Ngcobo, Mxolisi Love Lace and Mduduzi Nkosinathi Gladwin Mtshali  Hostel Re-development and Emerging Conflict for Housing Tenure Within the Umlazi Tehuis in the eThekwini Municipality – A Study of Key Social Polarisation Indicators  

Ngwena, B.K. and Sam Lubbe  Information Heaven: Online Information Access for Rural Communities  
*Alternation* 12,2 (2005) 159-177.

Thengani Ngwenya  Deafening Silence; John Miles: Deafening Silence  

Ngwena, Thengani H.  B.W. Vilakazi: The Poet as Inspired Prophet  

Ngwenya, Thengani H.  The Historical Dimension of South African Autobiography

*Alternation* ISSN 1023-1757  56
Ngwenya, Thengani H. Ideology and Self-Representation in The Calling of Katie Makanya

Ngwenya, Thengani Hegemony and Autobiographical Self-Representation: The Case of Sindiwe Magona
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Nomdebevana, Nozibele and Mtholeni N. Ngcobo The Role of Spoken Language Corpora in the Intellectualisation of Indigenous Languages in South Africa
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Ntuli, Pitika and Johannes A. Smit Speaking Truth to Power: A Challenge to South African Intellectuals

Nwabueze, Emeka Desperation and Anger: The Effect of Environment in Black South African and African-American Literature
Alternation 6,2 (1999) 24-34.
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Ogude, James  Writing Resistance on the Margins of Power: Rampolokeng’s Poetry and the Restoration of Community in South Africa

Olivier, Bert  ‘Terror(ism)’ in the Context of Cosmopolitanism

O’Neill, Charles, Sanjay Soni, David Coldwell and Judy Edmonds  Towards a Testable Model of the Impact of Specific Entrepreneurial Networks on the Success of Businesses in the Pietermaritzburg Region

O’Neill, Charles and Christopher May  An Empirical Study of the Effects of Firm Size, Export Marketing Strategies of Firms and Type of Industry on the Performance of Firms in Export Markets

O’Neill, Charles and Micheline J. Naude  The Quest for Survival in the South African Automotive Industry: A Supply Chain Perspective

O’Neill, Charles and Sanjay Soni  Reevaluation of an Experimental Model to Determine the Impact of Entrepreneurial Networking on Small Business Success

Ortlepp, K. and L. Monji  The Relationship between Organisational Trust, Job Satisfaction and Intention to Leave: An Exploratory Study
Owusu-Ampomah, Kwame  Being an African in the Twenty-first Century and the Prospects for Africa’s Progress

Owusu-Ampomah, K. The Quality of the Human Factor and its Implications for Network Dynamics and Small Business Growth and Development

Oyegoke, Lekan  Postcoloniality and African Writing: A Millennial Postscript

Padayachee, Vasanthe  A Duty of Memory; W.P.B. Botha: A Duty of Memory

Padayachee, Indira, Paula Kotzé and Alta van der Merwe  Course Management Systems from a Usability Perspective

Palmer, Gary B.  Cultural Linguistics and Shona Noun Classifiers

Pan, Qi and Jeevarathnam P. Govender, Enhancement of Service Quality in the Intercity Bus Transport Industry

Parumasur, Sanjana Brijball and Ashika Pramlal  Assessing Members’ Perceptions of Team Cohesiveness in a Public Service Department

Parumasur, Sanjana Brijball and Simee Gareeb Sewcharan  Overcoming Barriers to Team Effectiveness

Pather, S.  Equal Treatment: Addressing Sexual and Gender Discrimination
Pather, Shaun, Geoff Erwin and Corrie Strümpfer  Supporting Part-time Masters Students Towards Successful Research Dissertations: A Case Study  
*Alternation* 12,1a (2005) 221-240.

Pather, Shaun, Dan Remenyi, and Rembrandt Klopper Some Philosophical Assumptions Underpinning Academic Research  

Pattman, Rob and Sultan Khan Introduction  

Pattman, Rob and Deevia Bhana Black Boys with Bad Reputations  

Paideya, Vino Engineering Students’ Experiences of Social Learning Spaces in Chemistry Supplemental Instruction Sessions  
*Alternation* 18,2 (2011) 78-95.

Penceliah, Yogi The Spiritual Dimension of Individuals in the Context of the Workplace  

Perry, Edwin Carl, Vadi Moodley and Urmilla Bob Open Spaces, Nature and Perceptions of Safety in South Africa: A Case Study of Reservoir Hills, Durban  

Perumal, S. and D.A.L. Coldwell Perceptions of the Measurability, Importance and Effects of Work Equity on Job Satisfaction and Work Motivation: An Exploratory Study of the Utility of Equity Theory  

Perumal, Rubeshan, Msizi Mkhize and Sadhasivan Perumal A Survey of Accounting Firms’ Managers’ and Trainees’ Perceptions of Diversity Management in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa  
*Alternation* 18,1 (2011) 47-69.

Perumal, Sadhasivan, Msizi Mkhize and Rubeshan Perumal A Survey of Accounting Firms’ Managers’ and Trainees’ Perceptions of Diversity Management in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa  
*Alternation* 18,1 (2011) 47-69.
Perumal, Rubeshan, Preesha Maharaj and Sadhasivan Perumal
Perceptions of International Students on the Challenges of Diversity Management at a S.A. University

Perumal, Sadhasivan, Preesha Maharaj, and Rubeshan Perumal
Perceptions of International Students on the Challenges of Diversity Management at a S.A. University

Peters, Dale Digital Libraries: Preserving Information Resources for Contemporary South African Culture and Scholarship

Peters, Wonderboy Re-placing Dis-placed/ Missing Persons in Vladislavic’s Short Stories
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Epistemicide, Institutional Cultures and the Imperative for the Africanisation of Universities in South Africa

Pillay, Anusha Prisoners are Women Too: A Case Study of Women Prisoners in Westville Prison

Pillay, Kiru J. and Manoj S. Maharaj Strategic Planning for Digital Convergence in South African Businesses

Pillay, Nelisha and Tanya Reinhardt An Analysis of Learning Difficulties Experienced by First Time Spreadsheet Users

Pillay, Poobalan The Geneva Conventions and the South African War of Liberation

Pillay, Pravina Sound and Fury; Salman Rushdie: Fury
Pillay, Pravina  Gramsci on Intellectuals and Culture: A Review

Pillay, Pravina  The Lotus People: Aziz Hassim: The Lotus People

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  The Lotus People

Pillay, Pravina  The Lotus People

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  The Lotus People

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter

Pillay, Pravina  Re-reading The Purloined Letter
Poovalingam, Kasthuri and Dayaneethie Veerasamy  The Impact of Communication on Customer Relationship Marketing among Cellular Service Providers

Poovalingam, Kasthuri and Pragasen Pillay  Brand Equity Optimization of Fast Moving Consumer Goods among Retail Chain Stores in South Africa

Prabhakaran, Varijakshi  Social Stratification in South African Telugu (Ste) – A Sociolinguistic Case Study

Pramlal, Ashika and Sanjana Brijball Parumasur  Assessing Members’ Perceptions of Team Cohesiveness in a Public Service Department

Pretorius, Laurette and Andries Barnard  Ethical Decision-Making Skills for Responsible Citizens of Cyberspace: Quo Vadis?

Pretorius, Leon and Fathima Ahmed  Mega-events and Environmental Impacts: The 2010 FIFA World Cup in South Africa

Price, David and Dan Remenyi  Finding Research Questions Using a Socratic Dialogue
Price, Sue and Mitchell Hughes  Producing better Quality MCQs at First Year Level: Are Guidelines and Templates Enough?

Pridmore, Julie  The Writings of H.F. Fynn: History, Myth or Fiction?
	Alternation 1,1 (1994) 68-78.

Pridmore, Julie  The Wives of Henry Fynn: Unwritten but Potentially Transfiguring Texts — The Untold Biographies of Vundhlazi of the Zelemu and Christina Brown

Pridmore, J Hunter, Trader and Explorer? The Unvarnished Reminiscences of H.F. Fynn
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Quilling, Rosemary, Craig Blewett, Zahra Bulbulia and Patrick Kanyi Wamuyu  Student Challenges in a Virtual Collaborative Learning Course Spanning Multiple Countries
	Alternation 18,2 (2011) 216-244.
Quilling, Rosemary and Hans Lehmann Why are There not More Grounded Theories in Information Systems Research?  

Raga, Kishore, Mogie Subban, Pregala Pillay and Kanti Bhowan  
Towards Effective Service Delivery via Customer Relationship Management  
*Alternation* 14,1 (2007) 34-58
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Reinhardt, Tanya and Nelishia Pillay An Analysis of Learning Difficulties Experienced by First Time Spreadsheet Users

Remenyi, Dan and David Price Finding Research Questions Using a Socratic Dialogue
→ Alternation 12,2 (2005) 231-244.

Remenyi, Dan, Shaun Pather and Rembrandt Klopper Some Philosophical Assumptions Underpinning Academic Research
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Royeppen, Lorelle  Mother to Mother’s Moral Ambivalence; Sindiwe Magona: *Mother to Mother*

Rudwick, Stephanie  Ethnolinguistic Vitality in KwaZulu-Natal

Rugbeer, Hemduth, Rembrandt Klopper and Sam Lubbe  The Matrix Method of Literature Review
  → *Alternation* 14,1 (2007) 262-276

Rugege, Denis and Morris Mampane Maleka  Participatory Mobile Geographic Information Systems (GIS) for the Regularisation of Customary Land Administration into Statutory Law: A Case of South Africa

Ruthenberg, Trevor and Celia Kourie  Experience: Its Significance in Contemporary Christian Spirituality
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Ryan, Rory  The Literary Phenomenon and the Maintenance of Human Meaning  

S

Samuel, Michael  Learning and Teaching Literature: A Curriculum Development Perspective  
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Two Women Critics and South African English Literary Studies, 1939-1948  
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Seymour, Lisa, Irwin Brown, E. Beck, F. Khatree and L. Morley  Factors Affecting Usage of Web Based Learning Tools  
Alternation 12,1b (2005) 467-488.

Sewlal, Ravina and Sam Lubbe  Establishing a New University Information Systems and Technology School: The Relationship between IS&T, BIS and IM  
Alternation 12,1b (2005) 455-466.

Alternation 12,1b (2005) 373-396.
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Sheik, Ayub ‘My vuvuzela will not be silenced’: Towards Linguistic Equity in South Africa

Shober, Dianne Conflicts and Invisibility in Ralph Ellison’s *Invisible Man*

Sienaert, Marilet French Writing in South Africa
→ *Alternation* 1,2 (1994) 71-82.

Sienaert, Marilet A Semiotic Response to Space in South Africa: Indigenous Rock Art and Colonial Travelogues as Marginal ‘Writing on the Earth’?

Sienaert, Marilet Africa and Identity in the Art and Writing of Breyten Breytenbach
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Singh, Anand Cultural Intrepreneurship and the Culturalisation of Politics amongst Indians in South Africa
Singh, Anand  Public Transport in Durban. Indian Privilege versus African Empowerment – Process and Perceptions


Singh, Anand  The Politics of Belonging: Socialisation and Identity among Children of Indian Origin in Secondary Schools in Durban


*Alternation* 12,1b (2005) 627-649.

Singh, Anesh Maniraj  Ergonomic Design of IT Teaching Laboratories


Singh, Anesh and Sam Lubbe  e-Lumination – Evaluating the Quality of Free Online Information for Decision-making

Singh, Shanta  ‘A World of Darkness’ – Polarisation of Prisoners


*Alternation* 18,2 (2011) 96-114.
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Sitas, Ari  Seasons of Drought have no Rainbows – An Experiential Note on Poverty and Survival Networks in South Africa


Sithole, Pearl  Development, Clubs and Committees: Local Versions of Development Discourse in the Msinga District of Northern KwaZulu-Natal


Sithole, Mpilo Pearl  The Secular Basis of Traditional Leadership in KwaZulu-Natal

Sithole, Mpilo Pearl  Science versus Indigenous Knowledge: A Conceptual Accident

Skea, Neil and Manoj Maharaj  Wireless Network Security
   → *Alternation* 18,1 (2011) 318-335.

Sookrajh, Reshma and Macloud Frank Salanjira  Ideological Posturing and National Curriculum Policy: Exploring Dual-Mode Religious Education for Secondary Schools in Malawi

Smit, Johannes A.  Introduction

Smit, Johannes A.  Introduction

Smit, Johannes A.  Introduction


Smit, Johannes A.  Introduction

Smit, Johannes A.  Black Women, Writing and Identity; Carole Boyce Davies: *Black Women, Writing and Identity. Migrations of the Subject*

Smit, Johannes A.  Introduction

Smit, Johannes A.  Clearing Spaces: Multilingualism in a Multicultural Context; Guus Extra and Jeanne Maartens (eds): *Multilingualism in*
a Multicultural Context: Case Studies on South Africa and Western Europe
Smit, Johannes A. Alternation Issue Index
Smit, Johannes A. Alternation Author Index
Smit, Johannes A. The Marginal
Smit, Johannes A. and Pitika Ntuli Speaking Truth to Power: A Challenge to South African Intellectuals
Smit, Johannes A. Un\thinking White Mythologies; Immanuel Wallerstein: Unthinking Social Science: The Limits of Nineteenth-century Paradigms
Smit, Johannes A. The Language of the Other
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Smit, Johannes A. ‘Why is There Something and not Nothing?’ Ten Years of Alternation
Smit, Johannes A. Introduction
Smit, Johannes A. When ‘Trek’, ‘Gulf’ and ‘Guilt’ Goes
Smit, Johannes A. Editorial
Alternation ISSN 1023-1757  72
Smit, Johannes A.  Editing Alternation: A Fifteen Year Retrospective
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⇒ *Alternation* 18,2 (2011) 96-114.
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Towards a Testable Model of the Impact of Specific Entrepreneurial Networks on the Success of Businesses in the Pietermaritzburg Region
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